
STYLE KMP-03
FABRIC 1:  190gm Rayon Blend Jersey
FABRIC 2:  Jet Black 190gm Rayon Blend Jersey



SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

180 circular flare
across flounce

raw hem at
sleeve flounce
& skirt flounce

contrast panel/
banded bottom

attached in
3/4” double

needle hem seam
of self fabric

for faux layered look

self lining under
sleeve/bodice flounce
attached at shoulder,
neckline, side seam,

& waist seam

armhole of
lining finished
with self binding

3/8” binding

*Dotted lines show lining &
layer under flounces

shirring
2:1 ratio

overlapping
v-neck



GARMENT SPECIFICATIONS AND DETAILS

BASIC FIT MEASUREMENTS:

*Body Length [left]- HPS to hem : 34”
*Body Length [right]- HPS to longest point of skirt flounce : 37”

*Across front chest (1” below armhole) : 14.25”
*Waist (15.5” down from HPS) : 13.5”

*Hip (10” up from straight hem, under flounce) : 16”
*Bottom sweep straight (under flounce) : 14.25”
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TRIM DETAILS

8mm spiral nailhead (matte silver)
6mm spiral nailhead (matte silver)

4mm sew-on tiffany setting clear crystal
3mm sew-on tiffany setting clear crystal STONE/NAILHEAD STYLES:

4mm sew-on crystal 6mm spiral nailhead

same pattern/
placement

same pattern/placement
1/2” spacing between each



MERCHANDISING

17-3923 TPX
MOONLIGHT

19-2024 TPX
MERLOT

18-0312 TPX
REPTILE



ADDITIOINAL COMMENTS

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
-Dress has a shell lining in the upper bodice in self fabric for inner structure of the garment.

(set in seams and binding as shown on sewing instructions page)
-Circular flounce bodice/doman sleeve layered over inner shell.

-Skirt flounce has circular flare and shirring with a slanted/tapered hemline and layers over inner fitted skirt
(detached from side seams of inner skirt)

-All seams have clean finishes except raw-edge hems on sleeve flounce and skirt flounce.

FITTING NOTES:
-Inner bodice/lining, waistband, and inner skirt should be form-fitting

-Bodice flounce layer should be fitted through the chest and set in the side seam
up to the point where the dolman sleeve begins to flare.

-Slanted skirt flounce has circular flare and shirring.

*OVERALL LOOK should be slimming with seamlines and flares
that curve with and accentuate the natural curves of the body*


